THE GOOD STUFF

Comfy Walking from Skechers
Like golfing on the clouds, Skechers just knows
how to make golf shoes comfy and light. The new
GO GOLF Elite V.4 has a waterproof leather
upper with all new Grip Flex spikeless
technology, so you never sacrifice
traction. The low
drop design
keeps your
foot stable
and low to
the ground,
and the Goga
Mat cushioned
insole keeps your dogs from
barking all the way to the 19th hole
and beyond. Available in gray/lime, black/white,
and white/navy.
$105   skechers.com

Compiled by Todd Mrowice

Play Golf like an NHL All-Star
Hockey stick technology makes its way to golf with the GELSTX shaft powered by
Fujikura. This weighted shaft is the only swing trainer that works with your existing driver.
At 2.5 times heavier than a standard shaft, simply pop your driver head on, swing
away, and then pop it back onto your shaft. All main manufacturer adapters available.
Encourages consistent tempo and produces increased club head/ball speed.
$149.99 and up   gelstx.com
Wilson’s D7 Line Expands
Chicago’s own, Wilson, comes out
strong in 2020 with the D7 Forged irons.
Complementing the immensely popular
D7 irons, the forged version is for the
slightly better player. Tour-level distance
and feel paired with Power Hole and
Power Chamber technologies make these
sticks long and forgiving. Ideal for those
that want a thinner top line without going
to blades. Standard shafts are KBS Taper
Lite (steel) and True Temper Catalyst 80
(graphite).
$899.99 (4-PW steel)   wilson.com

A Walker’s Bag Unlike
Any Other
Sun Mountain has a knack for
producing some of the best golf bags
on the market. The 2.5+ 14-Way carry
bag is not only spacious, it has features
on top of features. Weighing just under
four pounds, this bag gets its namesake
from the 14 full-length individual club
dividers. The X-Strap System is ideal
for walkers, as is the beverage
pouch and full-length apparel
pocket. Available in six
colors!
$239.99
sunmountain.com

Mizuno
Mizuno has always been
known for producing unreal feeling
irons. More recently, drivers and fairway
metals. Now, Mizuno drops on the
equipment world some amazing putters.
The M Craft Type I is a square back/
mid slant for exaggerated putting arcs.
Forged from premium 1025 mild carbon
steel and then CNC milled to perfection.
Also available in Type II (classic
plumber’s neck design) and Type III (midmallet) models. All available in blue ion,
black ion, and white satin finishes.
$300   mizunousa.com

A Rangefinder
for Everyone
Precision Pro is known for rangefinders that
are as good as the competition, but much more
wallet friendly. The NX9 Slope is new for 2020 and
has adaptive slope technology in addition to pulse
technology and a 400-yard range. Water-resistant,
shock-proof design, at a shock-proof price.
$269.99   precisionprogolf.com

Another way to get an Edge
TourEdge touts the Exotics EXS 220 fairway club,
lighter than its previous iteration, as the best for the price on
the market. “Talk about a ‘wow’ factor!” said TourEdge founder
David Glod. “Just a couple swings with the EXS 220 will prove
why we are an industry leader in fairway metals.” The weight
change allows for easier launch off the fairway, combined with
lower spin. It’s available in five lofts, from 13.5 degrees to 21
degrees, the head size decreasing as the loft increases. All the
usual shaft flexes are available.
$249.99   www.touredge.com
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